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**Status:** Complete

**Total project cost:** €563,313

**EU contribution:** €394,319

**Call for proposal:** H2020-CS2-CFP02-2015-01

**CORDIS RCN:** 205634

**Objectives:**

The SPAIN Project's main goal is to move from the current design of the fuselage insulation for small aircraft towards an innovative concept that considers insulation as a characteristic provided by the cabin lining panels. More than researching new and innovative materials for applications in aircraft cabin insulation (because such a solution could require a long certification process that could deviate the project from the focused TRL) SPAIN Project aims to be innovative in terms of insulation blanket construction methods for coupling the best thermal and acoustics characteristics and in cabin insulation system design methodologies suited for SAT community.

SPAIN Project aims at researching a cabin insulation system that limiting the increase of the acquisition cost, when referred to standard insulation system for small aircraft, at 5% and that having at least the same weight per square meter of the present similar cabin insulation systems used on SAT aircrafts, will have the following expected targets: Reduced cabin noise; Improved accessibility and reduced maintenance cost linked to the insulation system removal; Improved installability and reduced use of installation means with benefits on total final cost.

In addition the solution will push at the highest standards the requirements for thermal insulation and acoustic for small aircraft in order to have low weight solution, innovative materials and technology available at a relative low cost for SAT community.

**Parent Programmes:**

H2020-EU.3.4. - Horizon 2020: Smart, Green and Integrated Transport

**Institute type:** Public institution

**Institute name:** European Commission

**Funding type:** Public (EU)

**Lead Organisation:**

Protom Group Spa

**Address:**

VIA FORO BUONAPARTE 70
20121 MILANO
Italy

**EU Contribution:** €193,813
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**Address:**
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technologies:</th>
<th>Methodologies and tools to mitigate the impact of aviation noise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development phase:</td>
<td>Research/Invention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STRIA Roadmaps:** Vehicle design and manufacturing
**Transport mode:** Air transport
**Transport sectors:** Passenger transport, Freight transport
**Transport policies:** Other specified
**Geo-spatial type:** Other